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ABSTRACT
Modern trends are leading to an increase in the number of alternative and renewable DC power sources, which are
switched on in parallel operation with the main power source, which is a synchronous generator (SG) or a powerful
AC network, through a semiconductor autonomous voltage inverter. In order to provide conditions of their
synchronization and further long-term stable joint operation the method of virtual SG (VSG), which allows the
inverter to imitate static and dynamic properties of the real SG, has been developed. The paper presents a description
and structure of microgrid in which the problem of damping controllers of the output voltage parameters controls
system of a three-phase bridge voltage source invertor (TBVSI) is investigated to improve the quality of
synchronization. The results of modelling allow to give recommendations for controllers unloading technique, which
ensures the absence of overshooting of active and reactive power components of the inverter and SG at the moment of
synchronization.

Keywords: Synchronous generator, Microgrid, Inverter, Virtual synchronous generator, Damping
regulator, Three-phase bridge voltage source invertor.

1. INTRODUCTION
At present, an actual direction of energy
development is the introduction of alternative and
renewable energy sources, such as wind generators,
solar panels, or energy storage (batteries) into the power
supply system. In order to integrate them it is necessary
to use DC to AC converters, for which TBVSI is widely
used in three-phase networks [1]. Since TBVSI, unlike
AC SGs which are the main power sources in networks,
is a static power converter, the known theory cannot be
applied to synchronize multiple SGs. In addition, when
they work together, a situation arises where two voltage
sources with significantly different dynamic and static
properties operate on the same load, which worsens the
stability of the system. Therefore, the researchers
proposed a way for the inverter to imitate the static and
dynamic properties of SGs, this approach is called VSG.
There are various ways and modifications of this
method, but in all of them, the inverter amplitude and
phase control equations are based on the swing equation
for the real SG represented in relation to the mechanical
powers. The basic version of algorithm is described in

[2]; in order to increase the accuracy of regulation the
internal circuits of output current and voltage of TBVSI
are used [3–12]; besides, when TBVSI is supplied from
accumulator battery, the primary source voltage
regulator is considered [13–15], but for this work VSG
with pre-synchronization considered in [16–23] is of
particular interest. Apart from VSG, there are also
induction motor method [24], approaches with different
modifications of phase locked loop (PLL) [25],
synchronverters [26] and many others.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate in more
detail the operation of damping regulators in controlling
the output voltage amplitude and phase of TBVSI,
namely, the processes of smooth unloading of output
values of regulators when they are switched off to avoid
overshoot in calculating the active and reactive power
components of the inverter and SG at the moment of
synchronization.
In this paper, the control system of TBVSI based on
the method of VSG with pre-synchronization is
considered and described, as well as the process of
damping regulators unloading and its influence on the
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transient process of inverter power after synchronization
is investigated.

Pm  Pn  k p  (n  )
where Pn is the specified (desired) active power; kp is
the frequency droop factor.

2. THE BASIC VSG METHOD WITH
MODIFICATIONS AND THE ROLE OF
THE DAMPING REGULATOR
UNLOADING

With this in mind, an equation describing the
frequency of the inverter output voltage is obtained:
trad.
 K P  (n  ),
d

 Pn  Pe  
K
dt
( K P  PI )  (n  ), mod.

s


(2)

2.1. Inverter output voltage amplitude and
phase control system of VSG methods

JVSG

Among the many variations of the VSG method,
some take the output voltage amplitude and phase
mismatch into account [16–18] and some do not [4–6].
There is also a variation of modifications that improve
the pre-synchronization process, for example, by
introducing an integrating additive component in the
damping regulator that allows one to avoid the static
error in the calculation of the amplitude and phase that
occurs in the basic VSG method. Therefore, here is the
swing equation for SG:

where Kp=Dp+kp is the resulting proportional
component ratio of the damping regulator.

J

d
 Tm  Te  Tdamp
dt

(1)

where J is the moment of inertia; Tm, Te are mechanical
and electromagnetic moments; Tdamp is the damping
moment equivalent to the friction force moment in the
SG.
Since the TBVSI is a static inverter and Newton's
second law of motion does not apply to it, let us rewrite
the right-hand side of Equation (1) through powers by
multiplying the torque value by the rated (desired)
frequency of the inverter output voltage ωn [16]

J  n 

d
 Pm  Pe  Pdamp
dt

where J·ωn =JVSG is the virtual moment of inertia of the
VSG, determining the inertial properties of the SG; Pm
and Pe are mechanical and electromagnetic power; Pdamp
is the damping power, determined according to the
expression:

trad.
 DP  (n  ),

Pdamp  
K PI
( DP 
)  (n  ), trad. with mods

s

where Dp and KPI are the proportional and integrating
coefficients of the damping regulator.
As mentioned earlier, the VSG is based on the
imitation of the static and dynamic properties of the SG,
so the inverter output voltage frequency equation ω is
based on the generator swing equation.

Equation (2) can be presented in relation to the
difference between the desired and estimated frequency
value Δω=ωn – ω, so it can be safely assumed:

d  d (n  ) d 


dt
dt
dt

(3)

Now moving into the operational domain, with the
Laplace operator s.
trad.
 K P  ,

 
( JVSG  )  s  Pn  Pe  
K
( K P  PI )  , mod.

s


The phase of the inverter output voltage will be
obtained by integrating the voltage frequency value:

1
   (n  )
s
Equation (4) is better represented as a block
diagram, as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, the output
voltage amplitude of the inverter is calculated as [16,
18]:

K

dU n
 Qn  Qe  Qdamp
dt

(5)

where Qn, Qe and Qdamp are specified (desired),
electromagnetic and damping reactive power of the
inverter; Un is the desired output voltage amplitude; K is
the virtual voltage coefficient.
The damping reactive power can be defined as:

Qdamp

trad.
 DQ  (U n  U ),


DQI
)  (U n  U ), mod.
( DQ 
s


where DQ and DQI are the proportional and integrating
coefficients of the damping regulator.
Similar to (3) and (4), the difference in amplitude
ΔU can also be represented, then (5) will be:

The rotor speed droop controller in the generator
must also be taken into account, so the mechanical
power will be of the form:
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trad.
 Dq  U ,

( K  U )  s  Qn  Qe  
DqI
)  U , mod.
( Dq 
s


(6)

In contrast to [2], the maximum amplitude and
frequency rating of the output voltage in the active
power loop is not taken out, so the resulting Dp value
must be multiplied by ωn, and Dq by √2.

Also, for a better representation of (6), plot its
structural diagram in Figure 1.

Also, according to [2] calculate the virtual voltage
factor K:

The damping regulators are deactivated with the
switches SW1 and SW2. As a result, after switching off
the damping regulators (4) and (6) will look like:

K

5Dq
n

The last parameter to be calculated is the virtual
moment of inertia, which is determined from the
equation [18]:

( JVSG  )  s  Pn  Pe
( K  U )  s  Qn  Qe
Therefore, if the desired power value is changed
after turning off the regulators, the estimated and
desired power values will be equal after the completion
of the transients. For this reason, the timing and method
of switching off the regulators is of particular interest.

J SG JVSG
,

S SG S INV
where JSG and SSG are the moment of inertia and full
power rating of the SG, SINV is the full inverter power.

2.2. Synchronization conditions and method of
damping regulators unloading
After describing the entire control system for the
phase and amplitude of the TBVSI output voltage, let us
examine the synchronization conditions and the
proposed method of unloading the damping regulator.
In the investigated system we will use the exact
synchronization method, setting the values (criteria)
[27] for the difference of frequency, phase and
amplitude of SG and TBVSI, where for the phase,
according to [16] the following is calculated:
Figure 1. Diagram of inverter output voltage amplitude
and phase control
Among the presented system parameters, the
damping controller’s integration factor (KPI, DQI) and
frequency droop factor kp are empirically found. Let's
calculate the remaining ones according to [2, 18].
The proportional component of the damping
regulators is determined by the P-ω and Q-U
characteristics of the SG. The first characteristic is taken
at a nominal value of voltage of excitation winding of
the generator, and the second at a constant nominal
speed of rotation of the rotor. After plotting the
characteristics, the range of variation of the
corresponding power is set and the diagram to
determine the amount of variation of a particular
parameter (ω or U) is used. The formulas for
determining the coefficients are as follows:

DP 

P
,
 set

DQ 

Q
,
U

where ΔP and ΔQ are differences in active and reactive
powers, Δω and ΔU are differences in rotor speed and
field winding voltage.

SG  INV  
U SG  U INV  U

(7)

1  cos(SG   INV )  
The choice of criteria depends on the task at hand
and the desired synchronization time, since simulation
results show that the synchronization time is
significantly affected by moments of phase coincidence,
which recur periodically, in contrast to the difference
between amplitude and frequency, which fluctuates
around a stable value over time.
Let us now consider unloading the values
accumulated at the output of the damping regulators.
This process can be most easily implemented using the
exponential law (in the operational domain it takes the
form of a real differential), but it should be remembered
that the exponent is only zeroed out at infinite time,
which can create a static error in the calculations. To
avoid this, we force zero the value at the controller
output after a time equal to 6τ, at which a rapid jump in
the value will not lead to a significant effect on the
transient process in the system. Let us give an equation
and an implementation of the algorithm for damping
regulators unloading, where y0 is the value at the
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controller output at the moment of tripping; t0 is the
tripping time; τ is the time constant of unloading.

y  y0  e



t t 0


.

(а)

Figure 2 (a) represents an implementation of the
controller unloading subsystem in Matlab&Simulink
software, which is installed in place of switches SW1
and SW2, as shown in Figure 1.
Similarly, it is possible to unload using the following
expression:

y  y0  (t  t0 )n  

(б)

(8)

where n is a natural number. The signal from the
regulators and the cut-off signal must be fed to the
input, and the time constant must also be set. The
programming code contained in the Function block
corresponds to the controller unloading described
earlier.

3. MODELLING RESULTS
3.1. Description of the modelled system in
Matlab&Simulink
In the paper researches are conducted on an example
of system of microgrid, in which as the basic generating
installation SG of 85 kW and the rated RMS linear
value of output voltage in 400 V which works some
time on an active-inductive load, consuming 40 kW of
active and 30 kVAR of reactive power serves as the
main generating installation. The system provides for
possibility of connection for joint operation with SG of
direct current source, which by means of TBVSI and
after observance of all conditions of synchronization (7)
is switched on in parallel operation. At the same time
the output voltage of TBVSI is smoothed by a two
cascaded LC filter, and its amplitude and phase are
regulated by the basic method of VSG with
modifications, the structural diagram of the system of
which is presented earlier in figure 1. The system
parameters are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Coefficient values used in modelling

Figure 2 Damping regulator value unloading
subsystems (a) and inverter output voltage amplitude
and phase control systems (b).
Figure 2 (b) shows the TBVSI output voltage phase
and amplitude control system designed in
Matlab&Simulink software, based on the block
diagrams shown earlier in Figure 1.
The following blocks, not previously included in the
system description, should be noted, which are:


Saturation block – designed to limit the
calculated amplitude within the sawtooth signal
amplitude, which is used to obtain a pulse width
modulated signal;



Subsystem of amplitude normalization – in this
subsystem, after the moment of synchronization,
the normalization factor Knorm changes,
because at the beginning the inverter operates at
idle and the smoothing filter acts as a load,
which leads to a distortion of the amplitude
value at the inverter output;



Function block – designed to convert the phase
signal into a sawtooth form, taking values from 0
to 2π. The code in this block is also quite
primitive and consists of a single while cycle.

3.2. Influence of time constants

Parameters

Values

Parameters

Values

JVSG, kg·m2

0.6296

K

113

Kp

256*2π*50

Dq

5044*√2

KPI

25000

DqI

25000

Pn, W

40000

Qn, VAR

30000

ωn, rad/s

2π*50

Un, V

400*√2/√3

αω

0.1

αθ

1e-10

αU

0.2

Knorm

437.2/400

Figure 3 shows the diagrams of the inverter power
components when changing the unload time constants of
the proportional and integrating components of the
damping controller.
Figure 3 shows that a larger time constant results in
longer control times, while a smaller time constant
results in higher overshoot.
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(б)
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Figure 3 Time diagrams of the active and reactive
power components of the TBVSI at different values of
the damping regulator unloading time constant.

Figure 5 Time diagrams of the active and reactive
power components of the TBVSI with quadratic
controller unloading.

Depending on the application, it is therefore possible
to select an unloading time constant at which all
conditions are met. In this case, for the absence of
overshoot, it is sufficient to select an unloading time
constant of 0.5s for both components of the damping
controller. Also from Figure 3, it can be seen that it is
possible to find evidence of the fact that there is no
overshoot. 3, it can be confirmed that after switching off
the regulators, the power distribution takes place
without any static error.

Figure 4 shows the diagrams of the power
components of the inverter. Figure 4 shows diagrams of
inverter power components at linear unloading
according to (8), from which it can be seen that even at
the slowest unloading, there is a small jump in power
values at the moment of complete zeroing. The derived
quantitative transient parameters such as the control and
overshoot time for each type of unloading are given in
Table 2.

(а)

Figure. 5, which shows the quadratic unloading of
the regulators, compared to the linear unloading has a
larger oscillation at full zeroing, but a shorter regulation
time.
Table 2. Modelling results

Exponential

Type
of
unload

Figure 4 Time diagrams of the active and reactive
power components of the TBVSI when the regulator is
linearly unloaded/

Quadratic

Linear

(б)

Discharge factor value
Parameters

tp, s
σ, %
tp, s
σ, %
tp, s
σ, %
tp, s
σ, %
tp, s
σ, %
tp, s
σ, %

τ1

τ2

τ3

Active power PINV
3,93 3,98 4,02
62,5 22,5
1
Reactive power QINV
3,77 3,82 3,97
30
10
2
Active power PINV
3,86 4,04 4,98
22,5 6,75 2,5
Reactive power QINV
4,2
4,36 4,76
13.3
6.6
0
Active power PINV
4,23
4,4
4,8
13,25 8,5
6
Reactive power QINV
4,27
4,4
4,7
10,66
10
3

τ4

τ5

5,68
0

7,99
0

5,82
0

7,87
0

5,95
1,5

7,6
1

5,49
0

6,72
0

5,16
5

5,73
3,75

5,03
1,66

5,6
0,67
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4. CONCLUSION
As a result of this paper, studies have been carried
out on the example of an microgrid system in which, in
parallel with the SG, a DC source is connected via a
TBVSI controlled by the VSG method with
modifications. Special attention was paid to the
damping regulators part of the control system with
phase and inverter amplitude control in terms of their
gradual switching off.
With the results of the study, it can be concluded
that by unloading the accumulated values at the output
of the damping regulators according to the exponential
law, the control time of the transient increases at high
time constants and the oscillation at low constants.
By comparing all three unloading types, it can be
concluded that exponential unloading is the most
desirable, because using a linear or quadratic law has a
negative effect on the transient of the power
components of the inverter and introduces oscillation,
with large time constants.
This study is intended to facilitate the synthesis of
inverter output voltage parameter control systems using
the VSG method. For small tables, please place it within
a column and bigger table be placed in a text frame
spanning to both columns. Use the Table facility
available within the MSWord. The font in the row
header should be bold and you can use the style
available from the style palette.
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